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ABSTRACT: The nanoscale arrangement of ligands can have a
major effect on the activation of membrane receptor proteins and
thus cellular communication mechanisms. Here we report on the
technological development and use of tailored DNA origami-based
molecular rulers to fabricate “Multiscale Origami Structures As
Interface for Cells” (MOSAIC), to enable the systematic
investigation of the effect of the nanoscale spacing of epidermal
growth factor (EGF) ligands on the activation of the EGF receptor
(EGFR). MOSAIC-based analyses revealed that EGF distances of
about 30−40 nm led to the highest response in EGFR activation of
adherent MCF7 and Hela cells. Our study emphasizes the
significance of DNA-based platforms for the detailed investigation
of the molecular mechanisms of cellular signaling cascades.
KEYWORDS: DNA nanostructures, cell signaling, epidermal growth factor receptor, self-assembly, surfaces, subcellular micropatterning

The study of cellular communication mechanisms is of
utmost importance for both basic and applied research in

the biomedical sciences. Key elements in the interaction of
cells with their environment are membrane receptor proteins.
Upon binding their cognate ligands, receptors initiate a cascade
of signaling events inside the cell, which ultimately triggers a
biological response. Frequently, the access of ligands to
receptors is geometrically constrained, be they proteins
presented by neighboring cells, such as ephrins, or soluble
ligands, such as growth factors presented by the extracellular
matrix.1−3 Although this phenomenon has been observed in
several systems, such as the epidermal growth factor (EGF)
receptor (EGFR),4 ephrin receptors (Ephs),5 and “immuno-
logical synapses” in B- and T-cells,6 the detailed study of the
spatial receptor organization remains a great challenge due to
its dynamic and transient nature. A promising approach to
overcome these problems takes advantage of perturbation
analyses based on membrane proteins in living cells interacting
with surface-immobilized ligand patterns. The effect on
signaling of geometrically constrained ligands presented by
these surfaces can then be analyzed by microscopy.3,7 This
approach would benefit from patterning techniques, which
enable precise arrangement of ligand assemblies with full
control over the absolute number, stoichiometry, and nano-
scale orientation.8 The Spatz group has shown early on that
some of these limitations can be overcome by combining “top-
down” and “bottom-up” self-assembly with the so-called “block

copolymer micelle nanolithography”, which has enabled
quantitative studies on the nanoscale distance dependence of
the activation of integrin transmembrane receptors.9,10

However, even this approach does not offer the possibility of
arranging different numbers of ligands with molecular
resolution.
Because DNA origami nanostructures (DON) can be easily

and efficiently modified with proteins and other components at
near molecular resolution,11 they are increasingly proving to be
a powerful tool for studying biological processes such as cell
adhesion and activation.12−28 Our group has developed the so-
called “Multiscale Origami Structures As Interface for Cells”
(MOSAIC) technique13 to overcome the problems of
alternative techniques described above. MOSAIC takes
advantage of top-down printed DNA patterns of ∼5 μm
spots, i.e., with subcellular dimensions, which are used for the
DNA-directed immobilization (DDI) of double-sided func-
tionalized DONs carrying anchor strands and ligand patterns
on the bottom and top side, respectively, of a quasi-two-
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dimensional rectangular scaffold plate (Figure 1a,b). Subse-
quent to DDI, the micro-/nanopatterned surface can be used
for cell adhesion (Figure 1c), and activated receptors can be
detected by either live-cell imaging or immunostaining (Figure
1d). Because our pioneering work suggested a dependence of
EGFR activation on the nanoscale arrangement of EGF
ligands,13 we investigated in the presented study whether this
effect could be narrowed down to specific distances by using
custom molecular rulers.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the workflow of MOSAIC

experiments combines the self-assembly of protein-decorated
DON11 and top-down DNA micropatterning29 of glass
surfaces. Two different DON designs, a rectangular R-DON
(∼91 × 59 nm2, Figure 1a) and a narrow longitudinally
elongated L-DON (∼185 × 29 nm2, Figure 1b), were used as
molecular rulers for presentation of EGF ligands to study
EGFR activation in adherent cells. The methods for DON
assembly and functionalization with biotinylated EGF (bEGF)
ligands via streptavidin (STV) bridges were adapted from
previous works.13,30 As previously shown, EGF retains its
binding capabilities for EGFR after being immobilized on a
surface.31−33 Details of the experimental protocols, origami
design, and a full list of oligonucleotide sequences are given in
the Supporting Information. In a typical MOSAIC experiment,
the DONs were immobilized on a glass surface previously
patterned with a DNA microarray containing complementary
capture oligonucleotides (∼5 μm spot size, 250−500 DONs
per spot). Subsequently, the surface was washed to remove
unbound DONs. Adherent MCF7 cells stably expressing an
eGFP-tagged EGF receptor (eGFP-EGFR) were then allowed
to adhere on the micro-/nanopatterned chips for 45 min. After

fixation, activated EGFR was detected by immunostaining
using a monoclonal antibody directed against phosphorylated
tyrosine residue 1068 of the EGFR (αP-EGFR-IgGAF647) and a
secondary antibody labeled with Alexa Fluor 647 to yield red
spots in the fluorescence micrographs (Figure 1d, panel IV).
The fluorescent signals shown here originate from micrometer
spots, each containing a few hundred origami constructs. It has
already been shown that patterning of cell surface receptors on
differently patterned substrates has no measurable effect on
plasma membrane curvature,34−36 indicating a homogeneous
cell contact area over the entire cell surface and should also
apply to the origami-containing patterns used here.
We note that both MCF7 and HeLa cells are unpolarized

cells that do not form distinctive apical and basal membrane.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the EGF receptors are
initially evenly distributed over the entire cell membrane.
Furthermore, we had previously shown that the absence of
EGF ligands on the DON constructs leads to no receptor
activation and a significantly reduced cellular response, clearly
demonstrating that it is not micro-/nanopatterning but the
presence of EGF ligands that plays a central role in the
initiation of basal EGRF activation and clustering.13,18 Because
EGF ligands are fixed to the surface via the DON platform and
therefore lack lateral mobility, they cannot be pulled along the
membrane by EGFR receptors to form clusters with other
receptors, as has been shown using EGF immobilized on lipid
membranes.31 Therefore, our working hypothesis was that the
receptors are activated upon binding to the immobilized EGF
ligands and that this activation can be relayed through lateral
interactions with neighboring unliganded EGFR receptors.37

The extent to which this lateral enhancement is promoted by

Figure 1. Working principle of MOSAIC. (a, b) Schematic representation of ligands arranged on rectangular and longitudinally elongated DNA
origami nanostructures (R-DON, and L-DON, respectively) with variable distances (given in nanometers) to investigate distance-dependent
activation of the receptors. (c) After immobilization of the DON rulers through the protruding anchor strands on DNA microspots, their
interaction with membrane receptors can be analyzed. (d) Representative fluorescence micrographs (340 × 250 μm2) from cell experiments. The
ligand-decorated DONs were immobilized on DNA microarrays, leading to spot patterns with a lateral extension of ∼5 μm shown in panel II
(green). MCF7 cells expressing an eGFP-tagged EGF receptor (eGFP-EGFR) were allowed to adhere to the obtained chips (magenta, panel III).
After fixation and immunostaining, signals from activated eGFP-EGFR are visible as red spots through a specific antibody (αP-EGFR-IgGAF647,
marked by a white arrow in panel IV). Cell nuclei are visualized by DAPI staining (blue, in panel V). Panel I shows a merged picture of all panels
(II−V). Scale bars: 50 μm.
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the interligand distances set on the DON should determine the
impact on the cellular response.
To quantify the extent to which the structural features of the

immobilized EGF-DONs affect EGFR activation in MCF7
cells, statistical analysis was performed to determine the
average number of red spots under an adherent cell for the
different DON constructs examined. To speed up the statistical
analysis of the microarray images, analysis software was
developed to automatically count the “activated (red) spots”
(Figure S1). In brief, the software processes the Cy3 signal
images (indicating successfully hybridized DONs) to deter-
mine the spot locations. For each spot, specific features are
extracted from the green (origami spots) and red (αP-EGFR-
IgGAF647) channel images. Using a self-learning algorithm, a
class determination is then applied to recognize the activated
(red) spots. Further details and the complete workflow of the
software are given in the Supporting Information (Figures S1
and S2, Tables S1−S3). Benchmarking of the software tool by
comparing manual and automated analysis of previously
collected data13 obtained from eight different R-DON
constructs containing 4, 5, 8, or 12 EGF ligand units at
variable nanometer spacings revealed only minor differences
between the manual and automated analysis, indicating that
the software tool was working properly (Figure S3).

Reanalysis confirmed that for two DONs with the same
number of EGF ligand units but different spacing, the cellular
response is significantly enhanced when the ligands are spaced
farther apart. This effect was verified in independent multiplex
experiments with two differently configured DONs immobi-
lized directly adjacent to each other on the same chip (Figure
S4). Because this effect of EGF ligand spacing on cellular
response already occurred with only four ligands per DON
(Figure S3), the question arose whether even only three EGF
ligand units were already sufficient. Because there were always
several different spacings in the ligand arrangements
investigated so far (Figures S3 and S4a), we also wanted to
systematically investigate uniform ligand spacings in the 10−50
nm range because this range seems to play an important role in
EGFR activation according to other studies.38

To address these issues, a series of R-DON-based rulers
were designed, containing only three ligand units positioned in
four different conformations (Figure 2). By arranging ligands
in the middle (R-DON3m), along the x- and y-axis (R-DON3x
and R-DON3y, respectively) or along the diagonal (R-DON3d)
of the rectangular origami scaffold, ligand patterns with almost
identical spacings in the range 6−40 nm were realized (Figure
2a). Characterization of these rulers by AFM revealed surface
coverages of about 70% (Figures 2b and S5), as is typically

Figure 2. EGFR activation with R-DON rulers presenting three ligand entities arranged in variable distances. (a) Schematic illustration and (b)
representative AFM images. The numbers below indicate average surface coverages, determined by AFM (see also Figure S5). Scale bars: 50 nm.
(c) Number of activated spots per cell (n) and (d) relative fluorescence intensity (Irel) determined in the activated spots (ratio of red over green
channel; see Figure 1) in MOSAIC experiments with eGFP-EGFR-expressing MCF7 cells using the DON constructs shown in (a). For
representative fluorescence micrographs, see Figure S6. The box-plot diagrams were generated from the data obtained from the automated image
analysis. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001 for comparisons of different spacings using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test.
Only significant differences are indicated. Data were obtained from individual cells (n ≥ 10) adhered to technical replicate blocks (n ≥ 3) on a
single slide. Each of these analyses was performed for two completely independent biological replicates (on two different days with different batches
of R-DON constructs, DNA microarrays, and cells) and used for statistical analysis.
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observed for this type of protein-decorated DON constructs
with standard biotinylated linkers.24,39 MOSAIC surfaces were
prepared from these constructs as described above and used to
stimulate EGFR activation in MCF7 cells (Figure S6 for
representative fluorescence micrographs). Data analysis was
performed using the software tool described above. Moreover,
stability tests were performed to rule out the possibility of
degradation due to the presence of DNases in the cell culture
medium (Figure S7).
Figure 2c shows that the number of activated spots per cell

(n) significantly depended on the immobilized DON
construct. A maximal number of active spots was observed
for R-DON3d displaying the three EGF entities over a distance
of about 40 nm. The ratios between the fluorescence
intensities (Irel, Figure 2d) of the positive spots (red channel,
indicating the amount of activated EGFR) and the
corresponding ones of the green channel (indicating the
amount of immobilized R-DON constructs) also suggested
that R-DON3d has a higher activation power than the other
three arrangements. However, no substantial significance was
found in this assay for ligand distances of 6−33 nm. We note
that the number of activated spots reflects the extent of cell
spreading across the functionalized surface, with intracellular
crosstalk between EGFR and integrin receptors40,41 likely
playing a role. Therefore, the effectors involved in the cellular
process that leads to a change in the number of activated sites
among cells are likely different from those involved in EGFR
phosphorylation alone, which could lead to discrepancies in
the observed trends.

Several studies report on EGFR nanocluster formation in
unstimulated (∼150−300 nm average cluster size) and EGF-
activated (∼90−150 nm average cluster size) cells, with a
significant decrease in cluster size (<100 nm) and at the same
time an increase of the fraction of smaller clusters upon EGFR
activation.42−44 In order to investigate EGFR activation within
the reported nanoscale dimensions using our MOSAIC
platform and because the R-DON rulers had the limitation
that it is not possible to position a larger number of ligand
units with spacings greater than about 40 nm, we designed a
novel DON with a narrow, longitudinal shape, in the following
termed L-DON (Figure 3a). Four ligand units could be easily
positioned with variable interligand spacings on the 185 × 29
nm2 baseplate, resulting in four rulers, L-DON4/6, L-DON4/30,
L-DON4/42, and L-DON4/54, with spacings of 6, 30, 42, and 54
nm, respectively. Characterization of the L-DON constructs by
AFM revealed higher surface coverages of about 80% (Figures
3b and S7). To check whether the longitudinal base plate lies
flat on the solid substrate after DNA-directed immobilization,
super-resolution stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM) measurements were performed (Figure S9). The
results clearly showed that the L-DON construct is positioned
on the surface in the expected flat, planar conformation.
STORM analysis also enabled the precise determination of L-
DONs immobilized per spot (481 ± 9) by the applied
procedure, which is ∼25% higher than that observed for the R-
DON constructs (388 ± 9, Figure S10). Of note, these
experimental results confirmed the previously estimated value
of 250−500 origami structures per spot, leading to average
distances between individual DONs of about 150 nm,13 which

Figure 3. EGFR activation with L-DON rulers presenting linear arrays of four ligands with 6, 30, 42, and 54 nm spacings. (a) Schematic illustration
of the rulers and (b) representative AFM images. The numbers below indicate average surface coverages, determined by AFM (see also Figure S8).
Scale bars: 50 nm. (c) Number of activated spots per cell (n) and (d) relative fluorescence intensity (Irel) determined in the activated spots (ratio of
red over green channel; see Figure 1) in MOSAIC experiments with eGFP-EGFR-expressing MCF7 cells using the DON constructs shown in (a).
For representative fluorescence micrographs, see Figure S11. The box-plot diagrams were obtained from the automated image analysis. *P < 0.05,
**P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001 for comparison of different spacings using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. Only
significant differences are indicated. Data were obtained from individual cells (n ≥ 10) adhered to technical replicate blocks (n ≥ 3) on a single
slide. Each of these analyses was performed for two completely independent biological replicates (on two different days with different batches of R-
DON constructs, DNA microarrays, and cells) and used for statistical analysis.
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is significantly larger than the distance between individual
ligands on a single DON. We also note that slight changes in
surface coverage with DON constructs did not result in
significant differences in the activation strength of the
respective MOSAIC surfaces.13

We then used the L-DON constructs to produce MOSAIC
surfaces for the study of EGFR activation in MCF7 cells (for
representative fluorescence images, see Figure S11). Figure
3c,d shows the results of the statistical evaluation. It is evident
that the number of activated spots per cell (n) increases with
increasing distance between ligands up to 42 nm and then
drops at a greater distance of 54 nm (Figure 3c). No trend
could be derived from the ratio of fluorescence intensities (Irel,
Figure 3d) of activated EGFR (red channel) to the amount of
immobilized L-DON constructs (green channel), suggesting in
combination with the results from Figure 2d that this
parameter in the MOSAIC format used may not allow
accurate quantification due to insufficient sensitivity between
the red and green channels. Nevertheless, the maximum
response of cells observed for L-DON constructs with a ligand
spacing of about 40 nm correlated very well with the results
obtained with the R-DON rulers (Figure 2) and also suggested
a decrease in spatial interference at larger ligand spacings.
To further corroborate the results of the MOSAIC system

described above, we performed analogue experiments with an
alternative platform that differed from the previous system by,
first, a commercial scaffold for simplified fabrication of the
DON constructs, second, an alternative surface display system,
and, third, a different cell line using an alternative biological
read-out. The constructs fabricated with the new scaffold,
hereafter termed L*DON, allowed attachment of the STV

bridges via both a conventional monodentate biotin linker and
bidentate binding through two adjacent biotin groups (Figure
S12), resulting in increased stability of protein functionaliza-
tion.24 Three or four EGF ligand sites were bound per origami,
spanning distances between 6−66 and 6−54 nm on L*DON3
and L*DON4, respectively, and the resulting constructs were
characterized by AFM (Figure S12).
Furthermore, to enable high-throughput in the subcellular

micropatterning experiments, we transferred the MOSAIC
system to an alternative microarray platform based on
multiwell plates.18,35 In this method, untreated glass slides
were first activated using a polymer metal ion coating and
subsequently protein-patterned by large-area microcontact
printing with an elastomeric stamp that contained a continuous
3 μm grid pattern to achieve surface passivation with a
micrometer-scale BSA grid on the activated glass substrate.34

STV was then immobilized in the resulting unblocked areas,
and biotinylated single-stranded DNA capture oligonucleotides
were bound to it, thereby enabling attachment of the DON
constructs on the glass surface (for the detailed workflow, see
Figure S13 and Experimental Procedures). The as-prepared
MOSAIC surfaces were incubated with Hela cells stably
expressing the fluorescent fusion protein Grb2-YFP45 for at
least 3 h and then analyzed by total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM). Grb2 is known to directly
bind to phosphorylated tyrosine-containing peptides on
receptors (such as EGFR) via its SH2 domain, which results
in the activation of downstream kinases.46 Therefore, the
amount of Grb2 recruited to EGFR can be used as a parameter
for EGFR activation by the different DON-patterned surfaces,
and thus, the activation efficacy of the different L*DON rulers

Figure 4. EGFR activation with L*DON4 rulers presenting linear arrays of four ligands with variable spacings. (a) Schematic representation of
TIRF-based analysis of live Hela cells adherent to MOSAIC spots expressing Grb2-YFP. (b, c) Quantification of Grb2-YFP fluorescence contrast
obtained with L*DON4 rulers decorated with four EGF ligands at variable distances bound via monodentate (b) or bidentate (c) STV bridges. For
representative fluorescence micrographs, see Figure S14. Box plots show quantitation of YFP contrast of more than 90 cells measured on at least
two different days. ****P < 0.0001 for comparison of different spacings using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test.
Only significant differences are indicated.
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can be measured by fluorescence microscopy analysis (Figure
4).
The MOSAIC experiments with L*DON4 rulers revealed a

high degree of specific Grb2 patterning in cells grown on the
EGF-decorated DONs, which varied with the specific distances
in between the four ligand sites (for representative TIRF
microscopy images, see Figure S14) The results obtained with
the different L*DON4 rulers (Figure 4b,c) and showed a high
similarity of the distance-dependent activation effect with that
obtained with the analogous L-DON4 rulers (Figure 3). A
maximum activation was observed at distances of 30 and 42
nm for both monodentate and bidentate ligand attachment.
Compared with the monodentate system, bidentate ligand
binding provides increased stability and higher ligand
occupancy densities, which is beneficial for recruitment and
activation of EGFR24 and explains the slight increase in overall
Grb2 co-recruitment.
Further studies performed with a set of L*DON3 rulers in

which three EGF ligand sites were arranged at variable
distances between 6 and 66 nm (Figure S15) confirmed the
result of the L*DON4 rulers that distances above 42 nm are
not preferred. However, unlike the L*DON4 rulers, these
studies showed that enhanced activation occurs at distances as
short as 18 nm. We hypothesize that this could be due to a
shift in the oligomerization equilibrium as a result of a variation
in EGF density achieved by the same amount of immobilized
DON with a different number of ligands per DON. Although it
is known that very high EGF concentrations compete with
oligomers and lead to the decay of oligomers into smaller
units,38 in the present case, EGF density is only slightly
increased by ∼30% in L*DON4 compared with L*DON3. This
suggests that we are in the EGF concentration range where
increasing EGF dose induces an increase in EGFR aggregation
state.47,48

Altogether, the results obtained with the L*DON constructs
are remarkable because they correlate very well with that of the
L-Ruler constructs although they were generated on an entirely
different platform using a different DNA scaffold, solid surface,
cells, and biological read-out. The present study is consistent
with the consensus in the literature that EGFR is clustered and
that clustering plays a role in controlling signal transduction.
The characteristic length scale of EGFR clusters was examined
in various cell lines by several groups using a variety of
microscopy methods.42−44,49 Our data can be specifically
correlated to a study by Needham et al. in which fluorophore
localization imaging with photobleaching was used to study the
structure of transiently formed EGFR oligomers, which
assemble at physiological EGF concentrations (4 nM).38 The
resulting model suggests that interactions of EGFR dimers
(diameter ∼11 nm) produce oligomers with diameters up to
50−60 nm. Oligomerization organizes kinase-active dimers in a
manner optimal for autophosphorylation in trans between
adjacent dimers, and the appearance of larger oligomers (40 ±
10 nm) was also observed at nonphysiological EGF
concentrations.38 These data are in good agreement with the
ligand spacing determined by MOSAIC, which led to increased
activation and response of the attached cells.
Overall, our work using two different read-out systems,

activated spots under a cell (Figures 2 and 3) and fluorescence
microscopy-derived recruitment of Grb2 (Figure 4), respec-
tively, demonstrates that varying the nanoscale distance
between EGF ligands on the DON surface elicits subtle but
statistically significant difference in cellular responses. In light

of the knowledge of the mechanistic mode of action of EGFR
activation described above, we hypothesize that the observed
differences in cellular responses are related to the degree of
correspondence between the nanoscale EGF patterns and the
EGFR oligomers resulting from lateral amplification during
EGFR activation.37 Our results suggest that under the
conditions chosen here, EGFR activation leads mainly to the
formation of octa- and decamers spanning 30−40 nm.38 When
the surface-bound EGF ligands are presented at this spacing,
many such EGFR oligomers can be bound and stabilized,
thereby eliciting a stronger cellular response than that with
smaller or larger EGF spacings. Longer distances do not seem
to be able to maintain lateral activation of these oligomers,
leading to their disassembly and a reduced cell response, while
conversely shorter distances, such as 18 or 6 nm, can harbor
only tetramers or monomers, respectively, while shielding the
diffusion of free unbound receptors, leading to the observed
decrease in cell response.
In summary, our work illustrates that DNA origami-based

surface patterning is a powerful tool to study the influence of
nanostructured ligand arrangements on the activation of early
cell signaling cascades. The study of cell signaling using
artificial surface-based biointerfaces is a common approach that
is widely used, even if the artificial environment and
immobilization of receptors can potentially affect native
cellular conditions, such as dynamic equilibria and thus
receptor clustering and cluster size. However, because of the
abundant evidence that such microstructured cells retain their
native signaling behavior7,50−54 and because of the exper-
imental simplicity and high precision for displaying receptor-
specific ligands, this approach offers enormous potential for
exploring fundamental molecular mechanisms of cell biology.
To realize a robust, easily configurable experimental platform
for high-throughput MOSAIC assays to investigate receptor
activation in adherent cells, the present study specifically
addresses technical innovations related to tailored DON
constructs and the use of microscopy-based methods for the
analysis of micro- and nanostructured surface patterns. Here,
the potential for flexible ligand presentation is particularly
noteworthy, involving control of stoichiometry and spatial
architecture as well as the flexibility of linker systems. We note
that the study of cell signaling cascades using DNA-based
approaches to ligand presentation on mobile lipid surfaces17,55

or as soluble DNA agents12,16,22,56 is becoming increasingly
popular.57 In contrast to these examples, the surface-based
MOSAIC approach presented here allows to suppress
endocytic desensitization of the stimulated cells and thereby
freeze an early stage of cell signaling, for example, to identify
the recruitment of downstream signaling components based on
specific surface patterns.18 Thus, the MOSAIC platform has
the potential to provide deep insights into complex cell
signaling nodes at the plasma membrane without the need for
high-resolution imaging techniques, as lateral resolution is
already achieved with the DONs and biological response can
be measured with “standard” microscopy equipment. We
postulate that further refinement of this approach can provide
a generic and broadly applicable platform to unravel the
complex molecular mechanisms of life.
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